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Free Falling
 Background: GRACE is the name of a pair of satellites that will measure the gravity

field of Earth. GRACE stands for Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment. GRACE will

help study problems in geophysics, oceanography and atmospheric science.  The

GRACE satellites that are in orbit around Earth are in free-fall. Galileo Galilei (1564 -

1642) in his famous experiment from the Tower of Pisa demonstrated that bodies with

different masses fall at the same rate if we can eliminate air resistance as a factor.

Objectives: To find out if heavier objects fall faster than light objects.

Standards: Science: unifying concepts and processes; science as inquiry;

physical science

Materials: Balance

Permanent marker

4 film canisters

Washers (no larger in diameter than

the film canister)

Directions to the Teacher:

Divide the students into small groups or teams or two.  Describe the following

procedure and have the students complete the assignment:

1. Take four film canisters and label each with the numbers 1 through 4. Place one

washer in canister one and two washers in canister two. Put three washers in

canister three and four washers in canister four.

2.  Use the balance to find and record the weight of each canister.

3.  Select two canisters and hold at arms’ length, facing the same way.

4. Release both canisters and observe if they hit the ground at the same or

different times. Repeat three times.

5.  Repeat for every combination of canisters.

References / Resources:

http://science.nasa.gov/msl1/ground_lab/ground_lab.htm



                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                            

Free Falling Data Sheet

Canister Number Weight

1

2

3

4

Observations:

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

Conclusions: Answer each using a complete sentence!

1. Are your results the same or different for each trial?  Explain!

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

2. Do your observations verify Galileo’s hypothesis? Explain!

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     



                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                            

3. Would an elephant fall faster than a mouse?  Explain!

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

4. Select an object from your class that can be dropped. Drop this sheet of paper

and this object at the same time. What are the results?  Explain!

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                     


